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OTHER EVENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF INTEREST

What the Learning Sciences tell us about effective Teaching, Learning and Collaboration

10 Mar 2023; 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM

In this talk, NISTH Fellow, Prof Looi Chee Kit, will share some practical strategies and tips about effective teaching and learning, that are informed by research in the cognitive and learning sciences. He will share what research tells us about learning styles, what cognitive load theory research tells us about designing teaching materials, and what productive failure research tells us about instructional sequencing. Also, he will probe into the literature of collaborative learning, and draw implications on how we might design learning tasks and activities that are more likely to elicit effective collaboration.

Register →
MakanNight! Raising funds? Let's get into the mind of a VC

29 Mar 2023; 12:00 PM - 1:30 PM
Theatre @ NTU Innovation Centre Level 3

Organised by NTUitive, the Makan Night Talk, guest speaker, Mr Chan Yip Pang, Executive Director, Vertex Ventures, Southeast Asia & India, will be discussing how with so many investment opportunities and start-up pitches, what are the key considerations for a Venture Capitalist (VC) when evaluating a potential investment? Don't miss this opportunity to hear it straight from a VC.

More Details →
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